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Bill of rights worksheet 7th grade

Lesson three continues to develop students' understanding of the Constitution by examining the Bill of Rights. The message provides a historical backdrop for writing the first ten amendments, as well as the reasons why each amendment was considered decisive for countries that adopt the
Constitution. Follow-up activities allow students to apply the principles of the bill of law in present situations. Resource downloads IntroductionSThie the first 10 amendments to the Constitution constitute a bill of rights. Written by James Madison in response to calls from several states for
greater constitutional protection of individual freedoms, the bill lists specific bans on state power. One of the many points of contention between federalists and anti-federalists was the lack of a Constitution bill that would impose specific restrictions on government power. The federalists
argued that the Constitution does not require a bill of rights, because people and states retained no powers that were not vested in the federal government. Anti-federalists believed that a bill of rights was necessary to protect individual freedom. The Bill of Rights has a list of government
power restrictions. For example, what the founders considered to be individuals' natural right to speak and worship freely was protected by first amendment bans in Congress for adopting laws establishing religion or abridging freedom of expression. Another example of natural rights to be
free from unjustified government intrusion into their house was protected by the requirements of the Fourth Amendment Warrant. Most of the rights guaranteed by the bill of rights were added because they were rights that were violated by the British during the American Revolution. Other
precursors to the Bill of Rights include English documents such as Magna Carta, petition rights, an English bill of rights, and a Massachusetts authority for freedom. The First AmendmentSs do not prohibit the free exercise of laws that respect religious establishment; or abridging freedom of
expression, or press; or the right to peacefully bring people together, and to petition the government for compensation complaints. The second amendmentA not need to be the necessary governmental militia, which is necessary for the security of a free country, the right of people to hold
and hold weapons, is not violated. Third amendment No soldier should sit in any house in peacetime without the consent of the owner, not during the war, but in the manner required by law. Fourth AmendmentBeping for people to be safe in their personal, housing, documents and causes
against unjustified searches and confiscations is not violated, and no guarantees are issued, but for a possible reason supported by proof or approval, and in particular by describing the place where the search is to be carried out and the persons or items to be confiscated. Fifth
AmendmentNo person may not be one person to answer capital, or a lousy crime, unless the moment when he is set up or charged by a jury, except in cases arising in the ground or in the navy, or militias, if they are actually provided during war or public distress; similarly, no person may be
subjected to the same offence as the risk to life or limb twice; and must under no circumstances be a witness to himself, nor may life, liberty or property be deprived without due process; also privately-made services are not accepted for public use, not only without compensation. Sixth
AmendmentSAused the accused has the right to a rapid and public trial by an impartial jury of the state and district in which the crime was committed, which the district has previously concluded with the law, and to be informed of the nature and reason of the prosecution; to face witnesses
against him; be a compulsory process to obtain witnesses for him and to obtain assistance to defend the lawyer. Seventh AmendmentA commitment to general law, where the value of the dispute exceeds twenty dollars, the right to trial, which the jury retains, and no fact-trial jury, is
otherwise reviewed in any court in the United States than under the rules of general law. Amendment 8 There is no need for fines or excessive fines, nor for cruel and unusual penalties. Ninth AmendmentConnecting to the Constitution, certain rights, should not be understood in order to
deny or disparage others retained by the people. The Tenth Amendment Powers, which are not delegated to the United States of America and which it has banned from states, are reserved to states or people, as appropriate. Click on the image below to play the game to help you find out
what rights you have. Watch the video on the bill of rights by clicking here. Where did the ideas of change in the Constitution come from? What changes were proposed? How did the Bill of Rights become part of the Constitution? Were all the proposed changes accepted? How long did it
take to confirm them? Which freedoms are protected by the bill of rights? Which do you use regularly or rarely? When did the Bill of Rights become the most important part of how the Constitution is interpreted? Why? How do citizens, not the government, use the Bill of Rights to define their
freedoms? Preinstructional Planning During The Teaching Post Instructional Preinstructional Planning Students Will: Determine Why The Bill of Rights Is Important to the United States Civil Liberties Write Some Important Rights Contained in bill of Rights Handout Bill of Rights Test Printable
Answers printable during Instruction Class Copy Of Law copy. If you do not yet have reproducible, the text is available online from the State Archives or the Institute of Law. Make the rights set you want to print . Make a master copy of the legal invoice test responses that are printable. Step
1: Start the lesson by explaining and discussing that when the idea of having a government over people came up and the Constitution was written, people got very nervous that the government would have too much power and people would lose important rights. Explain: In our country, we
have added amendments to the Constitution that change the Constitution. The first 10 of them were added immediately and are called a bill of rights. Step 2: Ask students to answer the following question: Because of the bill of rights, we have many freedoms that other states don't have.
What are some things we can do that some people in other countries don't have? Students could come up with religious freedom, freedom to say what you think of the government, freedom to have a jury trial, freedom to protect your privacy, the need for guarantees, etc. Action 3: Exit the
bill of rights copies. Ask students if they have heard of some of these before. Discuss. Get over what each amendment means. Step 4: Izs hand out and goes over the Bill of Rights Test printable. Students can complete the test themselves as partners or in groups. Step 5: Go over the class
answers and be sure to answer all the questions students can have. Invite students to share what they have learned with their families at home, and discuss the next day in class. Students Complete Bill of Rights Test Printable Post Teaching Do Students Understand Different Rights? Can
students use their page to help determine which rights are in use? Did students discuss their answers through a bill of rights? Do students seem to understand the importance of our rights and how different they are from the rights of many people from other countries? As students work on
the Bill of Rights Test printable, monitor their discussions and adjust the lesson if they need help. Students will study the protections and limitations of the institutions contained in the bill of rights and the process by which the First Congress created it. They will do so by drawing up a list of
their students' rights, analyzing the bill of rights and studying source documents to track the origin and development of the First Ten Amendment. Students will then consider how the bill of rights could be updated to reflect the circumstances of the 21st century. Reasoning: By evaluating their
rights as students and studying the development of the bill of rights using antecedent documents, students will be better able to understand the protections it provides and how James Madison and the First Congress drafted amendments to gain support for the Constitution. This will help
students understand the importance of the Bill of Rights today. Key Questions: What rights do students have in class? What rights are protected by the bill of rights and what powers are limited? How and Why First legislative bill? How could the bill be updated for today? Materials: 2
document facsimiles 4 worksheets 3 handouts Recommended grade levels: Grade 7-12 Courses: American History; U.S. Government; Civics Themes included in this lesson: Bill of Rights, James Madison, Constitutional Amendment, Federalists, Anti-Federalists Time Required: The time it
takes to complete every learning activity is filed in brackets at every step. Activities can be performed in turn, or each can be performed separately. Dictionary: Federalists Anti-Federalists Ratification of Grievances Guaranteed Process Legal Documents: Senate Amendments to the House-
Passed Amendments to the U.S. Constitution, September 9, 1789; Entries for the U.S. Senate; NAID 3535588 Proposed amendments to the US Constitution adopted by the Senate on 14 September 1789; Entries for the U.S. Senate; NAID 2173242 Historic Overview: The struggle for
national ratification of the Constitution in 1787 and 1788 made a profound impression on James Madison, who witnessed firsthand controversial battles in Virginia and New York. Madison realized that in order for the new government to be successful, it needed overwhelming trust in the
people, rather than narrow majority support won by many national ratification conventions. Madison began to see how an additional bill of rights could calm some concerns about the powers invested in the new state government. James Madison worked to win support for the Constitution by
creating a list of proposed amendments taken from various anti-federalist and federalist sources. Elected as a representative of the First Congress in 1789, he took the lead in writing and speaking on behalf of legislation to amend the Constitution. By August 1789, the House of
Representatives had adopted a list of amendments from Madison's list. Due to a major measure to his leadership, Congress passed a bill of rights in 1789, and states ratified it in 1791. Learning activities: 1. Right in class: (45 minutes) Start a class discussion on rights in which students
consider two legal dimensions: special protection for individuals and general limits on authority. Discussion questions should include: What special protection does individuals apply to students? What special protection does individuals apply to teachers? Are these protective kits different
from each other or are, to some extent, common? What limits are imposed on teachers? What limits are imposed on student mandates? What restrictions do they have in common with the institution? (For example, school rules and class policies restrict students' right to decide on certain
issues, while contracts and school policies restrict certain teachers' activities.) Invite students to summarize the discussion by filling out worksheet 1. Move the class to get the information they listed in worksheet 1 to create a rights invoice for the class. Important topics what special
protection should individuals have to guarantee? What restrictions should be included in relation to the institution? How will the class determine what to include in this rights invoice? Simple majority? Super majority? Unanimous vote? What is the vote of a teacher or administration? 2.
Analyzing the Bill of Rights (30 minutes) Ask students to use their work in step 1 by analyzing the list of amendments ratified by the countries ratified in 1791. Divide students into small groups and ask each group to read the text of handouts 3 carefully. Make sure that each group in
Worksheet 2 delimits individual protection and restrictions on the entitlements included in the entitlement invoice. Start a discussion in which classes compare or contrast their class of Bill of Rights with amendments ratified by states. 3. Explore the history of the bill on the right of conventions
to ratification: (90 minutes) Divide classes into small groups and distribute copies of Senate amendments to the House-Passed Amendment to the U.S. Constitution (Senate Mark-up). This facsimilation shows the bill of rights in the middle of its creation during the legislative process. The
printed text shows the amendments when they were adopted by Parliament, and the handwritten markings show the changes made by the Senate. On the basis of senate mark-ups, each small group must study one or two of the 17 amendments adopted by parliament, as noted by the
Senate. For each attachment, give each group a copy of worksheet 3. Using the worksheet, students will analyze the assigned amendment(s) and convert each one into an 8-12 word tweet. The amendments must be examined because Parliament adopted them. Direct each small group to
explore the historical context of the proposed amendment. Students will analyze several other versions of the bill that came before and after the Senate Markup to determine when the main idea of their amendment was introduced. On this step, distribute Handout 1, Handout 2, Handout 3,
and proposed amendments to the U.S. Constitution as passed by the Senate. Each group will scan these four documents to determine whether the main idea identified in their tweet was in other versions of the bill. Students mark their find on worksheet 3 by placing an X in the
corresponding chart box. Students will also tick the final box in a chart with R or L to indicate whether this amendment applies primarily to government rights or restrictions. Groups must answer questions in worksheet 3 to prepare for the class discussion. 4. You must post or eat the
worksheet at overhead so that all groups can report their findings and share with the class. Groups will provide the class with their answers to questions about worksheet 3 and their findings that are marked in worksheet 4. Once all the groups are submitted, hold a class discussion using the
following questions: What amendments were present from the Anti-Federalist report on the bill on rights ratified by states? What anti-federalist ideas also suggested by Madison, but not the present final Bill of Rights? What are the proposed amendments made by James Madison? Which
one was not present in the final bill of rights? Which proposed amendments were combined at different points of the process? 4. The application of the bill of rights in today's world (45 minutes) to the Constitution has been amended twenty-seven times, including the Bill of Rights. The ability
to amend the Constitution is essential to adapt to a changing society. However, the founding fathers understood that the revision of the founding charter should not be carried out lightly, and they intended the amendment process to require a very high level of agreement so that the
amendments would be ratified (2/3 both houses of Congress and 3/4 state legislators). Divide students into groups to propose new constitutional amendments to better serve the people in the 21st century and form an ideal union. In groups, students will determine rights that deserve
protection but are not currently covered by the Bill of Rights, and additional government powers that should be limited. Each group may draw up one amendment to the constitution (or several amendments) and share with the class why they think each amendment is necessary. Post all the
amendments on the wall and allow students to talk about or against the amendments as if they were members of Congress. Vote on each amendment to see which of them, if any, can get 2/3 of the votes of all class members. 5. Lesson Extension (45 minutes of preparation and 45 minutes
to implement) Discussing changes to the Bill of Rights: The Bill of Rights was created by the process of debate in the first Congress and ratified the debate by legislators of the states. This history reminds us of the importance of civil discourse in the country's life. Learning to support ideas
overwhelmingly and respectfully was just as important a lesson for America's first legislature as it is for students today. This debate challenges students to appreciate the call to update the bill of rights when talking about and against the idea. Organize the class into two teams and spend 45
minutes on each team before the debate, organizing your arguments and evidence. Debate Topic: The Bill of Rights needs to be updated to match 21st century American life. Pro position: Bill law needs to be updated. Con position: The bill of rights must be kept as it is. The format of the
debate: each debate has five participants on each side of the question. Each speaks for no more than two minutes. Working groups alternate speakers. One speaker in each team gives an overview of the team's position. Three speakers in each team provide supporting arguments— one
argument per speaker. One speaker in each team gives a closing argument. Additional resources congress creates bill of rights is eBook, mobile tablets and online resources for teachers and students explore how the First Congress proposed constitutional amendments in 1789. If you have
problems viewing these pictures, please contact your legislative.archives@nara.gov legislative.archives@nara.gov
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